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ABSTRACT 

In order to make use promptly the geomagnetic data in the ionosphere forecasting, 

it is desirable to .record the geomagnetic variation in a light room where we can see 

the geomagnetic condition dir舵 tlyat any t凶e.Some yeぽ S.ago, the writer construct・ 

ed a magnetometer for direct-vision. Recently, he also succeeded in making contin・ 

uous recording wi也 higheraccuracy. 

The light beam which comes from the mirror of the variometer is reflected at the 

edges of two prismes, being separated into two rays which illuminate the respective 

photo-tubes. 

The photo-tubes are connected with an electric circuit in which the balance is 

kept when the tubes are illuminated equ剖ly.If it is supposed也atthe b剖組問 is

broken, the a皿.plifiedd町 triccurrent flows in也eHelmholz coil of which feild de・ 

fiects也emagnet of the variomet釘 soas to keep balance in the circuit with the aid 

of negative feed back. This current chang~s proportional to the variation of the geo・

magnetism, and is recorded・ by a potentiometric recorder (single point) • 

The main characteristics of the magnetometer are as follows : 

1. It is the continuous組 dvisual r舵 ord.

2. It is也eremote record位（weuse one which the distance between recorcter and 

magnetometer is 300 meters) . 

後 readat the Meeting of the Ionospheric Research Committee, Science Council of Japan, 
(Apr吋 1949),and the 5th and 8th Meetings of the Socie~y of Terr朗 trialMagnetism 

and Electricity (May, 1倒9and Oct.,. 1950.) 
The full paper will be puo1shed in near future. 
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3. The scale values is kept cons旬ntwithin the eπor of.1% at a出 S伺 le(we-伺 lied

a-factor is very small) , and-do not change by the uneve町田開 of.曲echaracter-

istics of也em血 yel民 trontubes. 

4. Coπe叩ond泊gto也efluctuation of 1 volt in the power supply (100 volts A.C.), 

也eぽroramounting to 0.01ー0.1%.

5. Owing to use也ezero method we-called the forged effect is very small. 

6. The scale value on the recording paper 0.5Y-'iJi/mm. 

The variation of 50γー 叡 即 位nbe recorded, and we can make也.esevalues to 

variable by a same magnetic variometer. The natural ぴ~iod amounts to O.←－ 
1.5 s伺 onds.

The magnetometer may be used also as X-, Y-or any component variometer ・by 

which the forg吋 eff，卸値訂eexactly eliminated. 

A駈！ghlyS釦 sitivema回 etometer(scale value 2×10匂＇／mm）回abe also constructed 

wit:Ji也eaid of positive f伺dback. 


